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Abstract HRSI high-temperature reusable surface
insulation

Aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic comparisons
IMU inertial measurement unit

between flight and ground test for four hypersonic ve-
hicles are discussed. The four vehicles are the X-15, NASP National Aero-Space Plane

the Reentry F, the Sandia Energetic Reentry Vehicle NOM nominal
Experiment (SWERVE), and the Space Shuttle. The

OEX orbiter experimentscomparisons are taken from papers published by re-
searchers active in the various programs. Aerodynamic OI operational instrumentation

comparisons include reaction control jet interaction on OMS orbital maneuvering system
the Space Shuttle. Various forms of heating includ-
ing catalytic, boundary layer, shock interaction and PNS parabolized Navier-Stokes
interference, and vortex impingement are compared. POPU push-over-pull-up or pull-up-push-over
Predictions were significantly exceeded for the heating RCC reinforced carbon-carbon
caused by vortex impingement (on the Space Shuttle
OMS pods) and forheating caused by shock interaction RCG reaction-cured glass
and interference on the X-15 and the Space Shuttle. RCS reaction control system

Predictions of boundary-layer state were in error on the SHTNEQ viscous-shock-layer code
X-15, the SWERVE, and the Space Shuttle vehicles.

STS Space Transportation System, prefix for
Nomenclature flight number

Acronyms SWERVE Sandia Winged Energized Reentry Vehi-cle Experiment

ACIP Aerodynamic Coefficient Instrumenta- TPS thermal protection system

tion Package T/C thermocouple
ADDB Aerodynamic design data book for the

orbiter vehicle 1 Symbols

CFD computational fluid dynamics a. normal acceleration, g

CP center of pressure C_ free-stream proportionality factor for
the linear viscosity-temperature

EST estimated relationship
GELMA General Electric low mass addition

C,_ coefficient of pitching moment

C_ coefficient of normal force

h altitude, ft
*Senior Staff Scientist. Fellow, AIAA.

**Aerospace Engineer. Associate Fellow, AIAA. h heat transfer coefficient, BTU/ft2-sec -
Copyright _)1993 by the American Institute of Aeronautics deg (Fahrenheit or Rankine)

and Astronautics, Inc. No copyright is asserted in the United
States under Title 17, U.S. Code. The U.S. Government has ho Undisturbed heat transfer coefficient,
a royalty-free license to exercise all rights under the copy- BTU/ft2-sec-deg (Rankine)
right claimed herein for Governmental purposes. All other
rights are reserved by the copyright owner.



K height difference relative to adjacent X/L, x/L, nondimensional body length

tiles, in. Xcp/LB center of pressure location,
k_ surface catalytic recombination rate fraction of body length

constant, cm/sec Y spanwise coordinate, in.

kwh k_ for nitrogen, cm/sec a angle of attack, deg

k,,,o k_ for oxygen, cm/sec f_ angle of sideslip, deg

L length of orbiter, 32.77 m, 107.75 ft, or 6 control surface deflection

1295 in. 6G aileron (differential elevon) deflection, '
Lyj roiling moment due to yaw jet, ft-lbf deg

per jet 5€ elevator (symmetric elevon) deflection,
M_ freestream Mach number deg

M_/v_'-_ viscous interaction parameter 5TPdM trimmed control surface deflection,

h_/j/._/_ jet-to-freestream mass flow ratio deg

MMAX maximum Mach number _ emissivity

Nst,i local incompressible Stanton number _TH total hemispherical emittance

NRsj local Reynolds number 8 pitch angle, deg

q convective heat-transfer rate, p_ freestream density, kg/m a
Btu/ft_-sec € angular ray on cone surface, deg

q pitch rate, deg/sec Introduction

qc convective heat-transfer rate, Btu/ft_-sec
There is continued interest in advancing the under-

heat-transfer rate, kW/m 2 standing of aerodynamic phenomena as seen in the
Re Reynolds number comparison of flight and ground test data. These con=

Res Reynolds number based on distance to tinuing comparisons have caused the steady advance-
transition ment of aerodynamics (new phenomenology and mod-

ified theory) by forcing "agreement" between ground
Reoo freestream Reynolds number and flight results. This has resulted in more advanced
Re_ Reynolds number at top of misaligned flight vehicles with ever-increasing economy, safety,

tiles and overall aircraft performance. We demonstrated

RNS,I. Reynolds number evaluated behind a manned hypersonic flight with the Mercury and X-15
normal shock based on orbiter char- flight programs in the early 1960's.

acteristic length In the 1960's, several programs successfully gener-

R_'2NsJ. RNsj. at X/L ----0.2 ated aerothermodynamic flight data to improve the
understanding and interpretation of theoretical and

S surface length, in. ground test results..The ASSET and PRIME programs
St Stanton number flown in the early and mid-1960's provided aerother-

s/L side fuselage thermocouple location modynamic flight data for ablative and metallic ther-
mal protections system (TPS) concepts. The Apollo 4,

T temperature, °F or °R FIRE I, and FIRE II' programs 2'3 provided flight data
normalized surface temperature to validate predictions from theoretical radiation mod-

Tre radiation equilibrium temperature els and arc-jet ground test results in support of the
return from lunar and planetary missions. The sin-

Tw wall temperature, °R
gle flight Reentry F vehicle4 was also flown in the

t time, sec 1960's and returned the benchmark data still used

Uoo freestream velocity, km/sec today for hypersonic boundary-layer transition predic- ,
tions at Mach numbers up to 20 and altitudes down to_--.eq_

V_o viscous interaction parameter, 60,000 ft.

Moo_/--_ The X-15 research program s-s was flown through-
X axial coordinate, in. out the 1960's at Mach numbers to 6.7 and altitudes to

X, x axial distance from nose of orbiter, m 354,000 ft. The Sandia Winged Energetic Reentry Ve-
hicle Experiment (SWERVE) vehicles9 have provided
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much of the aerothermodynamic data obtained during document. Unfortunately, full interpretations of the
the 1970's and 1980's. Currently the Space Shuttle 1°,11 results may not be evident to the nonspecialist, so it is
and the Pegasus@ vehicle 12are providing aerothermo- left to the reader to go to the original referenced doc-
dynamic flight data for correlation with ground test uments for more complete treatment of the phenom-
results, ena. Statements from these documents are frequently

taken nearly verbatim to ensure that they are consis-
Flight experiments are viewed by much of the corn- tent with the discussion of the figures. The intent here

munity as the final validation of the ground test. This is only to expose the reader to the variety of meaning-
provided much of the impetus in designing, building, ful aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic ground and
and flying a number of the hypersonic vehicles listed

flight test results to show the way flight data (some-
here. For example, the renowned scientist Hugh L. times incidental) can be used to bring to light entirely
Dryden stated at the 1956 X-15 Conference, la "The
X-15 project is proceeding on an expedited basis with new phenomena.

the intention of realizing flights of a man-carrying air- X-15 Experience
craft at hypersonic speeds as soon as possible for ex-
ploration to separate the real from the imagined prob- The primary purpose of the X-15 program was to
lems and to make known the overlooked and the unez- focus the research required to support manned hy-
peeredproblemd' (emphasis added by the the authors), personie flight within and outside the earth's atmo-
No better description of a research program could be sphere and to develop a flight research program to as-
stated, sess the various problem areas associated with hyper-

sonic flight. The specific X-15 performance require-
Facility capabilities growth has occurred because the ments were:

flight test programs are focusing attention on the simu-
lation and ground test facilities. In addition, new facil-
ities may be developed as the experimenters are chal- 1. to achieve 6,600 ft/sec maximum velocity,
lenged by the flight data. These challenges may come 2. to be capable of flying to at least 250,000 ft,
from unexpected phenomena or from unexpected dif-
ferences between the predictions and the flight results. 3. to have representative areas of the primary struc-

One important reason for the intense focusing seen in ture experience temperatures of 1200 °F, and

the X-15 and Space Shuttle programs was their crewed 4. to have some portions of these representa-
status; staking a person's life on the correctness of pre- rive structures achieve heating rates of 30
dictions requires a bigger effort and more conservatism BTU/ft_/sec.
than does flying an unerewed vehicle.

The value of flight experiments will be demon- The X-15 met or exceeded the first three of these re-

strated in the discussion in this paper of the X-15, the quirements. The fourth requirement was only met
Reentry F, the SWERVE, and the Space Shuttle. This where shock impingement caused extremely high heat-
paper discusses aerodynamic and aerothermodynamie ing rates,, as discussed in a following section. Some
issues from which a variety of lessons were learned for significant aerothermodynamie results are summarized
these vehicles, with comparisons between flight and in the following sections. A photograph of the X-15
ground test results. A more thorough discussion of aircraft is shown in Fig. 1 and a cutaway drawing in
the value of flight experimentation may be found in Fig. 2.
Ref. 10.

One primary research area was to investigate aero-
Data Presentation dynamic heating at hypersonic speeds. A consider-

able amount of heating data were obtained 14-19 and
In fields as diverse as aerodynamics and aerother- a number of problem areas were uncovered. These

modynamics, comparisons between flight and ground problems included premature boundary-layer transi-
results inevitably cover a wide variety of phenomena tion, correlation of measured and calculated turbulent
and their accompanying nomenclature. This paper is a heat transfer, windshield damage, flight-wind tunnel
summary of the more conspicuous cases and is limited heat transfer correlation, shock impingement heating,
in length and depth. As a result, the data comparisons and interference heating.
between ground test and flight test are usually taken
exactly as they appeared in the original referenced Boundary-Layer Transition

The condition of the boundary-layer flow over a sur-
@Pegasus is a registered trademark of Orbital Sciences face, whether laminar or turbulent, has a great im-Corp., Fairfax, VA. The Pegasus vehicle was developed as

: a private joint venture between Orbital Science Corp. and pact on the total heating load and maximum tem-
HerculesAerospaceCorp., Magna,UT. peratures at specific locations on a vehicle. Although
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theX-15designcriteriauseda conservativeapproach producedgoodagreementbetweenmeasuredand cai-
roboundary-layertransition,theboundarylayerstill culatedX-15temperatures.

transitionedtoturbulentflowwellupstreamofwhere Itwasrecognizedatthetimethattheseresultsmight
thishad beenanticipated.ForthewingoftheX_15, be fortuitous,sincetherewereunknowninternalcon-
thisprematuretransitionwas causedby thestream-

ductionand radiationlossesand thattheboundary-
wiseexpansionslotsthatweredesignedintothelead- layeredgeflowconditionswerenotaccuratelyknown.
ingedgetoallowforthermalexpansion./4With the
exceptionoftheseslots,theleadingedgeoftheX-15 Itwas,therefore,consideredthatthesefactorscouldbe
was a solidbarofInconelX® whichservedasa heat causingthediscrepanciesbetweenthetheoretical,pre-

dictedvaluesand themeasureddata.Consequently,
sink.The boundary-layertransitionisshowninFig.3. an experimentwasdevisedandflownon theX-15that
Two methodswereusedto detectlaminarand tur- sufficientlyreducedtheseunknown factors.21 Heat

bulentareas.The firstwas thethermocoupledatare- transfercoefficientswereobtainedatwall-to-recovery
ducedtoheat-transfercoefficients.The secondwasthe temperatureratiosof0.22to0.33ata Mach numberof
useoftemperaturesensitivepaints.The upperright 5.25.The resultsshowedthatwhen theheatinglosses
ofFig.3 showsa contrastenhancedpost-flightphoto- weresufficientlyreducedandtheboundary-layeredge
graphofthelowersurfaceoftheX-15wing.The line flowconditionaccuratelyknown,theeffectofwall-to-
dissectingthewingimageshowslocationofthemid- recoverytemperatureratiopredictedby thetheories
semispanthermocouplerow.The post-flighttempera- wascorrectandtheagreementbetweenflightmeasured
turesensitivepaintpatternsshowthewedgeshapedar- andtheoreticalturbulentheattransferwas good.

easofturbulentflowemanatingfromtheleading-edge WindshieldHeating
expansionslots.AlsoshowninFig.3 isa comparison
ofthemeasuredandcalculatedvaluesfornormaltran- The windshieldglassoriginallyinstalledontheX-15
sitionandforcaseswheretheboundarylayeristripped wassoda-limetemperedplateglass.22 Thischoicewas
bythepreviouslymentionedthermalexpansionslotsat basedon a predictedmaximum temperatureof750°F.
theleadingedge.As shown,theheattransfercoeffi- Data fromearlyflightsindicatedthatthetempera-
cientsfortheturbulentflowaremorethandoublethe turewouldbe near1000°F and thatthedifferential

laminarflowvalues.To alleviatethisproblem,shields temperaturebetweentheinsideand outsidesurfaces
wereusedtocovertheleading-edgeslots(Fig.4).How- ofthewindshieldwouldbe 750 °F.Itwas apparent
ever,evenwiththeleading-edgeslotscovered,mostof thatthesoda-limeglasswouldnot withstandthese
theX-15wingsurfaceexperiencedturbulentflow.The temperaturesand temperaturegradients.Therefore
lipor ridgebehindtheballnoseisbelievedto have alurnino-silicateglasswas installedinallthreeX-15
trippedtheboundarylayeron thefuselage.Conse- airplanes;however,one ofthesoda-limewindshields
quently,most ofthewettedsurfaceoftheX-15air- was inadvertentlyreinstalledata laterdate.Itfrac-
planeexperiencedturbulentflowduringitsflightsat turedduringrecoveryfroma high-altitudeflightof
hypersonicspeeds. 217,000ft,asshowninFig.5. Inaddition,on a flight

toMach 6.04,oneofthealumino-silicateglasspanels
CorrelationofMeasured and Calculated fractured,ascanbe seenin Fig.6.Both failureswere
TurbulentHeat Transfer causedby bucklingoftheglassretainerframedue to
A primaryobjectiveoftheX-15researchprogram thermalstressesresultingfromhightemperaturegradi-

wastomeasureturbulentheattransfercoefficientsand ents.The problemwassolvedbychangingtheretainer
tocomparetheresultstovariouspredictionmethods, from0.05-in.thickInconelX to0.10-in.thicktitanium.

Comparisonsbetweenmeasuredand calculatedvalues Fllght-WindTunnel Heating Correlation
werereportedin Refs.14 through17. The results
fromthesereportsindicatedthattheeffectofwall-to- When theX-15airplanewasbeingbuilttheability
recoverytemperatureon theturbulentheattransferco- topredictthelevelofturbulentaerodynamicheatingat
efficientwaslessthanthatpredictedbytheoryandthat hypersonicspeedswaslimited.Therefore,windtunnel
good agreement between measured data and calculated measurements of aerodynamic heating were made on
values was obtained if the effect of wall-to-recovery a 0.0667-scale model of the X-15.23 Subsequent flight
temperature ratio was neglected. Consequently, dur- measurements Is showed that for some locations on the
ing the early 1960's wall-to-recovery temperature ratio airplane the wind tunnel data were in poor agreement
was neglected when calculating X-15 surface temper- with the flight heat transfer measurements. Figure 7 il-
ature. Results from Ref. 20 show that this procedure lustrates the discrepancy between X-15 flight and wind

tunnel heating data. This figure shows the correlation
of flight and wind tunnel data for the lower fuselage

@Inconel is a registeredtrademarkof International Nickel centerline. The low angle of attack wind tunnel data
Company, Huntington, WV. (_ between 0 and 2°) are 50 to 100 percent higher
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than the flight data. This discrepancy was the result pylon caused by the shock impingement heating. The
of roughness effects caused by the transition strip that interference heating area is also indicated in Fig. 9(a).
was required for the wind tunnel model to assure tur- The shock pattern in the X-15 ramjet-pylon area is ex-
bulent flow. The wind tunnel data at high angle of tremely complex. A postulated shock pattern is shown
attack (a of 15 to 16°) are much higher (300 percent) in Fig. 10. The shocks generated by the ramjet spike
than the flight data, and these large differences are due tip, spike flare, cowl lip, and bottom impact pressure
to roughness effects caused by the transition strip on probe interact near the ramjet-pylon junction. It ap-
the wind tunnel model and to a significant variation in pears from post-flight inspection that the four lower
the total temperatures along the wind tunnel vertical impact pressure probes failed at the root because of
centerline. 18 very high temperatures and resultant loss of strength

or melting at the root.
Shock Impingement and Interference Heating

The following discussion of the shock impingement The most severe melting damage was on the lead-
and interference heating experiences on the X-15 is ing edge near the bottom impact pressure probe. To

determine the temperature in this area, the calculated
taken from Ref. 24. undisturbed heat transfer coefficient was increased by

a factor to match the measured substrate tempera-
Shock Impingement ture data. The factor was applied to infinite-cylinder

laminar boundary-layer theory assuming an ablator
The first experience with severe structural dam- leading-edge radius of 0.825 in. and freestream condi-

age on a hypersonic aircraft due to a combination of tions ahead of the leading edge to obtain the cold-wall
shock impingement and interference effects on local heat flux time history for the flight. This calculated
heat transfer occurred on a performance envelope ex- heat input was then used in the NASA Langley Re-
pansion flight of the X-15-2 research airplane. The search Center charring ablator computer program to
heating damage was near a dummy hypersonic ram- compute the substrate temperature up to the time in
jet engine mounted on a pylon (unswept modification the flight when the ablator in the impingement zone
of the ventral fin) at the rear end of the fuselage. The was consumed. Because of expected scouring action
flight, planned to test an ablative coating and evaluate in the shock impingement zone, the assumption was
the handling qualities of the airplane with the dummy made that the charred ablator was removed immedi-
ramjet installed, reached a maximum Mach number of ately as it was formed so that the virgin ablator was
6.7 at an altitude of 99,000 ft. constantly exposed to the stream. The actual leading-

It was known that when shock impingement occurs edge radius in the shock impingement zone at any time
near the reattachment point of a separated flow re- during the first part of the flight was not known, and
gion or near the origin of an attached boundary layer, it was assumed to remain constant at the initial value
the local heating is from five to ten times the undis- of 0.825 in. until the ablator burned through. By using
turbed level. When there is no flow separation and the the calculated substrate temperature at the time of ab-
shock impingement occurs after the attached leading- , lator burn through in the shock impingement zone as
edge flow is well developed, the increase in heating is in the initial temperature, the temperature time history
direct relation to the increase in pressure and could be of the exposed leading edge with a 0.375-in. radius was
predicted by the appropriate choice of either laminar then calculated for the remainder of the flight. The
or turbulent infinite-cylinder boundary-layer theory, calculated temperature time history of the leading edge

in the shock impingement zone is compared with the
The highest heating rates due to shock impingement measured leading-edge temperature in Fig. 11.

occur when the leading edge is unswept. Sweeping
the leading edge tends to relieve flow separation and The primary objective in comparing the calculated
the related extreme heating conditions that result from temperature in the shock impingement zone with the
combining shock impingement and flow reattachment, nearest available measured temperature was to match
However, even with highly swept leading edges, the the ablator burn through time (about 140 sec. from
heating rate can be four to six times the undisturbed launch) by increasing the undisturbed pylon stagnation
laminar level because of.the increase in pressure and line heat-transfer coefficient by known factors. The
the boundary-layer transition to turbulent flow caused match of the ablator burn through time as shown in
by the impinging shock. Fig. 11 was obtained with a factor of 9. The difference

of the slopes of the measured and the calculated data
Figure 8 is a pre-flight photograph of the dummy after burn through can be attributed to the location

ramjet engine pylon. The entire pylon and most of the of the thermocouple outside the shock impingement
dummy ramjet engine were coated with ablative ma- zone. The figure shows that the calculated leading-

. terial for thermal protection. Post-flight photographs
(Figs. 9(a) and 9(b)) show the melting damage on the
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edge temperatureincreasedrapidlyto near-equilibrium Good agreement was found between flight mea-
temperature after ablator burn through, sured and theoretical turbulent heat transfer, if the

boundary-layer edge flow conditions were accurately
Interference Heating known and the heating losses were accounted for.

The ablator was completely eroded away on the bot- The increase in the maximum temperature (from
tom of the fuselage around the pylon root leading edge. the predicted maximum 750 °F to the flight measured
The bare fuselage skin can be seen in Fig. 9. Some per- 1000 °F) caused the thermal stresses resulting from the
manent skin deformation resulted, higher temperature gradients to buckle the windshield

glass retainer frame. This failure required a redesign
The configuration of the fuselage and the pylon lead- of the windshield glass retainer.

ing edge is similar to a flat plate with an attached
cylinder of zero sweep. A factor of 7 times the tur- The hypersonic turbulent aerodynamic heating mea-
bulent flat-plate heat-transfer coefficient using the flow sured in flight was considerably lower than the wind
length of 40.45 ft was used in an attempt to calcu- tunnel predictions at high and low angles of attack,
late the substrate temperature time history. The cal- caused in part by the roughness of the wind tunnel
culated cold-wall heat-flux time history was used as transition strip.

an input to the charring-ablator computer program to The data showed that local heating rates caused by
determine the substrate temperature and the proba- unexpected shock impingement were 9 times that of
ble time at which the ablator was completely removed, the undisturbed level. This correlated well with pre-
assuming immediate char removal. When the ablator dictions from prior general studies.
was removed, the skin temperature time history was
continued through the remainder of the flight by using The vehicle also demonstrated that the local heat-
a "thin-skin" calculation. Since no data were obtained ing rate caused by unexpected interference heating was
at this location, the calculated temperature shown in 7 times the turbulent flat plate heat-transfer coefficient,
Fig. 12 represents the best estimate of what occurred which was in good agreement with predicted flat plate
in flight. It appears that the calculated heat-transfer heating rates near a junction of a plate and a cylinder.
coefficient, increased by a factor of 7, resulted in a sub-
strate temperature that corresponded favorably with Reentry F Experience

the observed condition of the structure. The 1400 °F The Reentry F vehicle was a single vehicle flownonly
temperature would have been sufficient to cause the one time. The data from this flight have been used to
observed permanent skin buckling in the fuselage in- benchmark theory and ground test data for the past
terference zone, but the temperature was far below the 20 years. The following information is extracted from
melting point of Inconel X. Ref. 4.

The X-15-2 experience emphasizes the need for ex- A 13-ft conical body, with a half-angle of 5° and
treme care in the design of hypersonic vehicles to elim- an initial nose radius of 0.10 in. was flown to extend
inate or minimize shock impingement and interference turbulent heat-transfer data to conditions of high lo-
heating effects. For the stagnation case with shock im- cal Reynolds number and Mach number. 4 The Reen-
pingement, temperatures may even exceed the limits of
such high-performance metals as columbium (melting try F flight test also provided experimental data onboundary-layer transition during reentry. This section
point 4400 °F) and tantalum (melting point 5300 °F). presents the experimental results obtained for the be-
Recapitulation of Aerothermodynamic Results ginning and end of boundary-layer transition during

reentry from an altitude of approximately 100,000 to
The X-15 flight program experience provided new 60,000 ft at a freestream Mach number of 20.

insights into many important areas that affected that
program and subsequent programs. Several of the The prime experimental data obtained during reen-
many results are discussed here. To emphasize the key try consisted of temperature measurements of the
results from the previous discussion, the following is a beryllium wall at 21 locations (Fig. 13) on the space-
recapitulation of the aerothermodynamic results, craft. There were 12 measurement stations along the

primary ray (€ ----0°) and 5 stations along the opposite
The boundary layer transitioned to turbulent flow secondary ray (€ = 180°). In addition, thermal sen-

well upstream of where transition was predicted by the sots were located at the 90° and 2?0° circumferential

wind tunnels because the wind tunnels were unable to positions at the 73.0- and 144.0-in. stations.
duplicate the Reynolds number and surface irregulari-
ties of the X-15. Nearly all of the surface of the X-15 The flight profile of the reentry is shown in Fig. 14,
experienced turbulent flow hypersonically, with freestream Mach number plotted against altitude

and time. The data period is also shown on this figure.



The flight measurement data were assessed and cor- Figure 18 shows the end of transition on each of the
rected with respect to various uncertainties such as four axial rays, where € -----0° was the primary ray and
local flow conditions as described in Ref. 4, but the € = 180° was the secondary ray. It is obvious from
corrections do not directly affect the data presented in this figure that the end of transition is not symmet-
this paper, rical about the body. For these data, transition on

the windward side (secondary ray) is observed to be
" Boundary-Layer Transition Data

consistently farther forward than on the leeward side
Heating rates at each thermal measurement station (primary ray).

were computed from the smoothed measured temper- This result was contrary to most of the current wind
ature histories by the method of Ref. 25. The begin- tunnel transition data at angle of attack, which showed
ning and the end of transition are defined here as the that transition moved farther forward on the leeward

intersections of the curves faired through the laminar, side. However, the effect shown with Reentry F had
transitional, and turbulent heating data, as shown by been observed on a few wind tunnel tests.
these heating rate distributions in Fig. 15. The transi-

tion locations presented are accurate to within 4-0.5 ft. SWERVE Flight Test Experience

Beginning of Transition Sandia designed, developed, and conducted three
flight tests of a slender hypersonic vehicle called

The initial movement of transition onto the space- SWERVE. 9 The first flight test occurred in 1979 and
craft occurs at an altitude slightly above 100,000 ft. the last in 1985. All vehicles flown were spherically
Heating rate distributions along the primary ray are blunted conical vehicles. The cone half-angle in all
presented in Fig. 16. The heating rate distributions at cases was 5.25Qand the third vehicle was a little over
altitudes of 96,000, 87,000, 80,000, and 74,000 ft are 100-in. long. The nose tip radius to base radius ratio
presented, with the beginning of transition as deter-

was about 0.07. Small wings and elevons were used to
mined from heating rate distribution noted at each al- increase lift and provide control. The heat shield and
titude. Figure 17shows the axial locations of the begin- nose tip were ablative materials. The vehicle was flown
ning of boundary-layer transition, as determined from out of the Kauai Test Facility and, in the case of the
the heating rate distributions at 2000-ft intervals for al- third flight, reentered near Johnston Island. Exten-
titudes from 100,000 to 60,000 ft. This figure illustrates sire wind tunnel testing produced a large database on
the forward motion of the beginning of boundary-layer this shape. Figure 19 shows the extent of the database
transition with decreasing altitude. for the Reynolds number based on vehicle length as a

End of Transition function of Mach number. Some of the flight test ex-
perience from this flight, relating to aerodynamics and

The forward motion of the turbulent front (end of aerothermodynamics, is summarized in the following
transition) is also shown in Fig. 17. The turbulent paragraphs. A complete simulation of aerodynamics,
front lagged the beginning of transition by approxi- aerothermodynamics, dynamics, trajectories, and au-
mately 4 ft to an altitude of approximately 66,000 ft. topilot wer(r done pre-flight.

Below this altitude, the turbulent front appeared to The SWERVE maneuver from the third flight
remain stationary at the 7.5-ft station. (Fig. 20) included a -10°-angle of attack, Mach 12,

It was concluded that the Reynolds number change high-altitude pull out at 20 sec, requiring control deflec-
over the transition region correlated with the transi- tions of 4°, followed by a return to 0°-angi e of attack at
tion Reynolds number for experimental cone data from 60 sec at about Mach 8. Pre-flight it was assumed the
flight and ground test. _ It was also noted that the boundary layer would be laminar at Mach 14 and tur-
trends in the effects of nose blunting that occurred on bulent at Mach 8, so the boundary layer was artificially
the Reentry F flight were similar to the effects previ- tripped in the Mach 8 wind tunnel studies to ensure a
ously seen in wind tunnels, turbulent boundary layer. The responses predicted by

the wind tunnel at Mach 14 and 8 are compared to the
Effect of Angle of Attack on Transition on flight data in Figs. 21 and 22 respectively. The Mach 14
Reentry F wind tunnel data accurately predicted the control de-

The symmetry of boundary-layer transition is influ- flection observed in flight at Mach 8 and the Mach 8
enced by the angle of attack of the test vehicle. The wind tunnel data matched the control deflection from
Reentry F was flown at a small, nonzero angle of at- flight at Mach 12. Surprisingly, the flight data ex-
tack. The primary ray was on the leeward side and the hibited a turbulent boundary layer at Mach 12 and
secondary ray was on the windward side. a laminar boundary layer at Mach 8, which accounted

for some of the peculiar agreement between the flight
and wind tunnel predictions. In addition, there was



disagreementpre-flightas towhichwind tunneland leeward-sideflow(0°ray)wentfromturbulenttolam-
limitedcomputationalfluiddynamics(CFD) predic- inar.Usingtheboundary-layerstateobservedinflight
tionswouldmore accuratelypredicttheflightresults. (suchasthatforthephotodiodedatashowninFig.24)
Recently,a parabolizedNavier-Stokes(PNS)codehas resultedinthe flight-correctedCFD curveshown in
beenusedtopredictthecontrolsurfacedeflection(6). Fig.23,whichmatchestheflightdataverywell.There
ThisPNS codeaccuratelymatchedtheMach 14lami- wereover100thermocouplesinstalledthroughoutthe
narand Mach 8 turbulentwindtunneldata.The PNS vehiclethermalprotectionsystem(TPS) and agree-
codepredictions,whichusedvaluesthatmatchedthe mentbetweenflightandpredictionwasverygoodonce
boundary-layerstatesobservedinflight,areshownin theboundary-layerstatepatternobservedinflightwas
Tables1 and 2 (Mach 12turbulentand Mach 8 lami- usedin conjunctionwiththe prediction.Figure25
nar).The PNS resultsaccuratelypredictedthecontrol showstheGELMA criteriaandthestateofthebound-
deflectionforMach 12(turbulent)butwerenotasclose arylayerobservedinflight.The criteriaclearlyarenot
forMach 8 (laminar);20-30percentdifferencestillex- adequateforthisflight.
ists.The PNS prediction,whichisa functionofthe In summary,theSWERVE vehiclehasbeenflight
Reynoldsnumberandboundary-layerstate,isstillin- testedthreetimes.The datadiscussedinthispaper
correctinsomeplaces.The windtunnelpredictionand arefromthethirdflight.A largewindtunneldatabase
CFD resultsstilldo notagreewellwithflightinsome existswithsophisticatedCFD codestopredictflight
areas, conditions. Some uncertainty still exists in the aero-

dynamic database and large uncertainty exists in the
Table 1. PNS results for Mach 12 with turbulent prediction of boundary-layer state, as shown in the dif-

boundary layer, ferences between the predicted values and the flight
values. The boundary-layer state affects the aerody-

Parabolized Navier-Stokes results (Mach 12) namic state and has a major impact on the aerother-
a, 6, CN Xcp/LB C,_ modynamics, affecting the adequacy of the TPS.

deg deg

10 0 0.476 0.701 -0.00529 Space Shuttle Experience
10 5 0.452 0.687 0.00114
10 10 0.437 0.6878 0.00514 Since1981theSpaceShuttle(Fig.26)hasprovided

M ----12 6TRIM= 4.11° many opportunitiesto comparegroundtesttoflight
Turbulent Tw ----4000°R testforaerothermodynamicdata.Many ofthesecom-

parisonsarediscussedintheliterature.Thissection
summarizessome ofthemore significantresultspub-

Table2. PNS resultsforMach 8 withlaminar
lishedtodate.The comparisonisprimarilyfromthe

boundarylayer, groundtestperspective.

ParabolizedNavier-Stokesresults(Mach8) The flightdatathathavebeenusedwerefromthe
a, 6, CN Xcp/LB Cm available Space Shuttle instrumentation. A comp!ete
deg deg " description of this instrumentation is given in Ref. 26.
2 0 0.0930 0.721 -0.00291 This reference discusses the specific orbiter experi-
2 2 0.0861 0.702 -0.00107 ments (OEX) that were performed to enhance the un-
2 5 0.0756 0.667 0.00175 derstanding of the aerothermodynamic phenomena as

M = 8 6TRIM = 3.1° well as the orbiter operational instrumentation (OI)
Laminar Tw = 2000 °R that is taken on all of the Space Shuttle flights.

The Space Shuttle orbiter is a large double-delta-
Boundary-layer transition was determined post flight winged vehicle designed to orbit the Earth, enter the

from thermocouple and photodiode data. Flight mea- atmosphere, and land horizontally. A number of topics
sured temperatures at about the midpoint of the cone in Space Shuttle hypersonic experience are discussed
are shown in Fig. 23, with pre-flight predictions with in Ref. 10. Some of this discussion is repeated in the
the General Electric low mass addition (GELMA) following.
criteria and with CFD results assuming the entire flight
is laminar. The oscillation at the end of the time his- In this section, after the RCS jet interaction is exam-

tory was caused by changes in the angle of sideslip, ined, heating will be discussed in three sections: wind-
Figure 24 shows photodiode data on opposite sides of ward, OMS pod, and leading edge. The topic is dis-
the cone at the 89-in. station which indicates that when cussed this way because different physical phenomena
the attitude of the vehicle was changed the windward- influence the heating in these areas.
side flow (180° ray) went from laminar to turbulent
(full-scale or 100 unit photodiode indication) and the
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RCS Jet Interaction to include those values applicable for the higher alti-

The Space Shuttle trajectory during reentry, and, tudes. Figure 30 shows the comparison of the flight-
therefore, its heating profile, are controlled through a determined and predicted jet-interaction terms. This
series of energy management bank reversals. The vehi- figure shows that the flight rolling moment due to RCS
cle is controlled by conventional aerodynamic surfaces jet interaction (determined with maximum likelihood
and by the reaction control system (RCS) jets. The estimation) was smaller than predicted, particularly

above Mach 15 at an altitude greater than 200,000 ft.
first bank reversal on the first Space Shuttle flight,
STS-1, resulted in a significantly larger response than The explanation for this high-altitude jet simulation

error lies in the description of the flow field surround-
predicted.2_ This flight maneuver, at Mach 24, is corn- ing the side jet exhaust. 3°At high altitudes, the vehicle
pared to the predicted maneuver in Fig. 27. The flight angle of attack is approximately 40°, which causes flow
maneuver resulted in angle of sideslip peaks twice the separation on the upper surface of the wing. When the
size of those predicted and in somewhat higher roll RCS side jets are fired, the exhaust enters this sepa-
rates than predicted. Angle of sideslip excursions this rated flow region and pressurizes the volume defined by
large move an area of high heating off the reinforced the wing upper surfaces and the flow separation wake
carbon-carbon (RCC) nosecap. The motion is also boundaries.
much more poorly damped than predicted. Comparing
the predicted maneuver with the actual maneuver it is The aerodynamic flow field for this high-aititude
obvious that the flight stability and control derivatives flight environment cannot be properly simulated in the
were significantly differentfrom the predictions. These wind tunnel. For example, at the first bank maneu-
stability and control flight maneuvers were analyzed ver (Fig. 27) at Mach 24, the flight dynamic pressure
with the maximum likelihood method and the result- is 14 lb/ft _. In these conditions, the wake boundary is
ing flight determined estimates were used to modify the much more easily deflected on the flight vehicle than

flight simulator significantly, on the wind tunnel model. This difference in high-
altitude pressure levels strongly influences the differ-Simulation studies resulted in modifying the control
ences observed between flight and predicted side-jetinputs for the bank reversal maneuver on STS-2, as
rolling moment jet interaction. The phenomena areshown in Fig. 28. Nearly identical maneuvers were

flown on all subsequent Space Shuttle flights. The pri- described more completely in Ref. 30.
mary problem with this and other high-altitude ma- These results show the limitations of the wind tun-
neuvers was obvious from the flight-determined rolling nel database in predicting high-altitude jet effects. The
moment due to yaw jet (Lvj). Figure 29 (from Ref. 28) vehicle wake flow parameters such as ambient pres-
shows flight-determined and predicted Lyj as a func- sure cannot be duplicated in the tunnel. 3° A lim-
tion of Mach number. The predicted variations are ited amount of wing pressure flight data was studied
also evident on this figure. These variations represent and trends similar to those discussed previously for the
the uncertainty in the predictions, as determined by maximum likelihood results were found.31 The flight-
aerodynamicists and based on previous correlations be- derived forces and moments due to up- and down-firing
tween wind tunnel and flight-determined derivatives for jets (used primarily forpitch and roll commands at low
similar aircraft. 29 At the highest Mach numbers the dynamic pressure) are discussed in Ref. 28. The corre-
value of the flight-determined Lvj was outside these lation of these jet interaction terms was found to have
variations, the same limitations as those discussed for Lyj. 3°

To understand the difference between flight and pre- Windward-Side Heating

diction it is necessary to briefly describe how the pre- There are two significant influences on windwarddictions were made. More complete descriptions are
given in Refs. 30 and 31. The forces and moments are heating. The first is the chemical state of the flow, ei-

ther equilibrium or nonequilibrium. In nonequilibrium
broken down into three components; pure thrust, jet
impingement on the Space Shuttle body, and jet inter- flow, surface catalysis becomes an important element
action with the flow around the Space Shuttle. The in heating. The second influence is the state of the
jet interaction term is the one of interest here and the boundary layer, either laminar or turbulent.

remainder of this discussion will concentrate on jet in- Catalytic Effects
teraction effects. The wind tunnel tests were conducted

for Mach numbers between 2.5 and 10. Since the wind The design of the Space Shuttle orbiter TPS was
tunnel tests were limited to Mach numbers below 10 based on predicted aerothermodynamic environments
and dynamic pressures above 75 ft2/Ib, the predictions which were generated assuming that the orbiter flow
for higher altitudes and higher Mach numbers were ob- field was everywhere in chemical equilibrium. 32 De-
tained by varying momentum ratio and mass-flow ratio tailed pre-fiight calculations indicated, however, that

significant chemical nonequilibrium would persist over
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the majority of that portion of orbiter entry when sig- was increased at the same flight condition, compared
nificant aerodynamic heat transfer occurs. The pa- to previous flights. This led to the conclusion that the
rameter which most significantly influences the level total emittance of the RCG coating decreased with the
of surface heat transfer in such a flow field is the cat- number of flights and surface catalytic efficiency of the
alytic efficiency of the TPS surface with respect to the coating increased (or surface temperature increased)
recombination of dissociated oxygen atoms. The cat- with number of flights. The flight-to-flight changes in
alytic efficiency of the reaction-cured glass (RCG) coat- surface temperature can be seen in Fig. 31.

ing of the orbiter TPS tiles was thought to be relatively Surface contamination has been proposed as a pos-
low, based on arc tunnel experiments. Therefore, flight sible cause of these changes. The general surface con-
heating rates were expected to be lower than "equilib- tamination comes from a variety of sources including
rium chemistry" predictions as a result of the combi-
nation of nonequilibrium chemistry and a TPS surface impingement of burning solid rocket fuel and sea salt

deposits while on the launch pad and local contami-
which was not fully catalytic. Indeed, surface temper- nation comes, for example, from the oxidation, duringatures were found to be lower than the conservative

predictions on the early flights.33 entry, of upstream metal acoustic sensor covers.
When the aerothermal design of the Space Shuttle

In light of the great interest in noncatalytic surface first started, heating predictions were heavily based on
effects, an experiment was conducted on STS-2 through wind tunnel data, with modest computational model-
5 to study catalycity. 33 Thermal data for these espe- ing of catalycity. 32 After the first five flights, heating
cially modified tiles were collected on flights STS-2, predictions using computational models of the nonequi-
-3, and -5. Selected centerline tiles, with previously librium chemistry were in USe. 33 The thermal response
installed instrumentation, were painted or overcoated
with highly catalytic material. The purpose of the predictions made with these models, including ground-
experiment was to demonstrate the noncatalycity of test data, design trajectory, and reacting boundary-
the baseline tiles by comparing them with the char- layer computation, agreed well in general with the
acteristics of the more catalytic modified tiles. The flight data as is apparent in Fig. 35.
flight data showed that the surface temperatures of the Nonequilibrium calculation techniques were used to
catalytically-coated tiles, solid symbols, (shown nor- predict heat fluxes to the windward side of the Space
malized) were substantially greater than those of the Shuttle orbiter. 3s The techniques were the axisymmet-
baseline tiles (Fig. 31) and because of this, the surface tic viscous shock layer method, three-dimensional re-
catalytic efficiency of the baseline tiles is low. acting Euler equations solutions coupled with axisym-

metric analog boundary layer method, and a nonequi-
An unexpected effect occurred during the entries

librium three-dimensional viscous shock layer method.
that serendipitously provided further information into These calculation methods predicted heating trends
the catalytic-noncatalytic nature of orbiter windward- but did not predict the measurements uniformly over
surface heat transfer, a4 This unplanned experiment the entire windward centerline for all flight conditions.
manifested itself in significant instantaneous changes or That is, nonequilibrium methodologies could predict
jumps in measured TPS surface temperatures (Fig. 32) the heat flux for high-altitude reentry, but some ira-
at affected locations. These jumps were apparently the provements were still required. In particular, the key
result of anomalous deposits of metallic oxides on pot- issue was determined to be the modeling of catalytic
tions of the lower surface TPS, caused by oxidation of
upstream acoustic sensor covers. This provided evi- efficiency.
dence of a sudden change in catalycity. The models currently in use are capable of good

Comparing the levels ofheattransferbetween STS-2 agreement with the flight data 36 as is shown in
and STS-3 for these locations showed approximately Fig. 36.37'3s The addition of recent correlation for oxy-
18 percent greater heating rate level below about gen surface recombination gave better overall agree-

ment with the flight data than the extrapolation of
238,000 ft on the later flight (Fig. 33). One factor in ground-based experimental recombination data. Pre-
this was concluded to be a miasion-to-missi0n progres- dicted centerline and windward surface heat transfer
sive contamination of the TPS surface. This conclu-
sion was bolstered by the good correlation between the were in good agreement with the flight data and the
post-contamination data from STS-2 (round symbols) predicted trends in heating rates away from the wind-ward symmetry plane appear correct. Future applica-
and the data from STS-3 (square symbols) before ad- tion of the current code for three-dimensional vehicle

ditional contamination occurred (Fig. 34). analyses appears promising based on such verification.

As the flight program progressed, it became appar- This progress in modeling is the result of obtaining
ent that there was some change in the windward sur- flight data from which to infer the catalytic efficiency
face from flight to flight. 33 The surface temperature of the tiles and increases in computational capability
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for model evaluation. This success in modeling the Wind tunnel tests were performed to examine
catalycity of Space Shuttle tiles using flight data in- boundary-layer transition using a 0.04-scale model with
dicates that obtaining flight data for other materials spherical roughnesses and simulated tiles. In the wind
should result in good modeling of their catalycity, tunnel it was determined that the effects of the surface

conditions dominated the upstream region and the el-
In addition, the flight data also made it clear that the fects of tunnel noise dominated the transition process

" catalycity of a reusable vehicle should not be assumed in the downstream region. This suggests that tran-
to remain constant. Rather, it may be changed by sition predictions would be conservative in the down-
the flight process. Contamination (the melted acous- stream region and reasonably reliable in the upstream
tic covers and the launch plume impingement), ground region.40
handling (the sea spray from the launch pad environ-
ment), and other factors all may change the properties It was originally predicted that transition would
of the surface, start at the aft end of the vehicle at about 900 sec

and slowly move forward (Fig. 39). In flight, transition

Boundary-Layer Transition started much later than predicted and flashed to the
nose almost instantaneously, as is also apparent in this
figure. Figure 40 shows this more graphically with

Knowing the time and position of the boundary-layer transition maps for the second flight.41 In this fig-
transition is fundamental to determining the heating ure the transition contours for the left side of the

on the windward side of the Space Shuttle. Boundary- Space Shuttle (the instrumented side) are mapped onto
layer transition strongly contributes to the total heat the Space Shuttle planform for three flight conditions.
load of the vehicle and the instantaneous heating rates. The transition front can be observed to flash forward

These two factors are important in determining the instantaneously (i.e., between time = 76297 sec and
requirements of the vehicle's thermal protection, time = 76298 sec) from the aft of the vehicle toward

A major element in boundary-layer transition is the the nose. The complexity of the transition contours
roughness of the surface, such as the TPS tiles with and the abrupt manner in which they moved, strongly
which the windward surface is protected. To assess indicate that the inflight transition process is domi-
the effect of tiling patterns for these TPS tiles, a vari- nated by the effects of discrete surface roughness.

ety of grooves simulating tile gaps on flat plates were The transition from laminar to turbulent flow at the
tested in the wind tunnel. It was determined that aft end of the vehicle occurred later in the entry than

• long grooves (or gaps) parallel to the streamlines pro- expected, which also produced lower temperatures and
duced more heating in the gaps. It was also discov- a lower total heat load. a2 Figure 41 shows the pre-
ered that grooves parallel to the surface streamlines dicted and flight values of lower surface temperatures
produced strong boundary-layer tripping disturbances at the 70-percent location. The delay in transition can
whereas grooves perpendicular to the streamlines pro- be clearly seen in the delayed increase in temperature.
duced much weaker interactions. 39 From these results

the diagonal tiling pattern was established (Fig. 37). It appeared, based on post-flight analysis, that the
predictions could be have been improved by remov-

In the original design the tiled surface was assumed ing the original, smooth-surface data from the corre-
to be smooth but in actual fabrication it became ap- lation parameter as these data were very sensitive to
parent that the surface would be much rougher than freestream noise. However, even the rough-surface data
originally planned. 4° The tiles were paved with nominal seemed sensitive to tunnel noise.
gaps of 0.045 in. and have rounded edges. In addition,
the edges of some tiles were irregular because of manu- The good agreement between the predicted and mea-
facturing techniques. Thus the surface was quite rough sured transition times in certain regions (such as the
aerodynamically. 39 In fact, the lower surface, with its 10- to 20-percent centerline region) suggested that the
steps, gaps, and tile irregularities, is a complex surface simulations and correlation of transition in certain re-
in terms of roughness definition. Measurements were gions was very good. 39 The regions for which this
taken of a number of areas that appeared to be typi- was true had the transition process dominated by sur-
cally rough (Fig. 38)confirming this. The profilometer face roughness and shock layer disturbances at wind
is able to resolve 0.001-in. surface displacements, tunnel and flight conditions, probably because of the

relatively thin boundary layer and highly curved bow
The original ground testing, assuming smoother shock near the forward part of the orbiter. From this

tiles, was then repeated for the rougher actual tiles, it was concluded that the wind tunnel data generated
This prompted the development of a more refined with effective roughnesses provided good predictions of
aerothermodynamic database with improved predic- flight conditions for the forebody. Differences between

: tion technologies. These tests influenced the criteria
for tile installation.
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predictions and flight values for the aft region were at- Wing Boundary-Layer Heating
tributed to tunnel noise.

The wing leading edge of the Space Shuttle was
OMS Pod Heating aerothermodynamically modeled in a simplified form

The OMS pod43 has been investigated extensively as a 45°-swept cylinder with regions of higher sweep
because the heating of the pod is a critical factor in at the glove and the wing tip. Wind tunnel data were
the ability of the orbiter to fly reduced angles of attack used with this model to produce the predictions prior

to flight. (This method did not model the shock inter-relative to development flight test and current opera-
tional levels. The position of the OMS pod (Fig. 26), action at the 55-percent semispan location.)

extending fromthe orbiter side, makes it extremely sus- As can be seen in Fig. 45 the predicted tempera-
ceptible to flow impingement (vortex scrubbing) and to ture at the 80-percent semispan (panel 16) matched the
damage from debris traversing along the fuselage. In flight data extremely well. The flight data (based on
all leeward side regions strongly influenced by vortex the radiometer data) were within 2 percent of the pre-
scrubbing, the wind tunnel data underpredicted the flight prediction. This good match verified the usability
flight test data.43 This is reflected in Fig. 42, showing of swept-cylinder methods outside the shock interac-
predicted and flight temperatures for STS-2. tion zone.

Vortex scrubbing is extremely sensitive to small vari- The heat rates in the glove (represented by the 40-
ations in angle of attack, yaw, and Reynolds number, percent semispan) and the wing tip (the 98.6-percent
In flight it appeared that the flow becomes attached at semispan) were both substantially overpredicted. This,
a higher angle of attack and at a lower Reynolds hum- however, had been expected since the swept cylinder
ber than under wind tunnel conditions. This sensitivity approach is known to be conservative in regions of high
to angle of attack and flow attachment is particularly sweep.
evident (Fig. 42) in the data collected in pushover-
pullups (POPUs), which are characterized by large The onset of boundary-layer transition that was as-
variations in angle of attack. The change in temper- sumed in the prediction would have mused more heat-
ature during the POPU at Mach 20 is obvious and it ing at the wing tip. However, the actual transition
can also be seen that the methodology did not predict behavior was quite different from that predicted and
this sensitivity. 42The reason that the methodology did this additional heating did not occur. Thus the exist-
not predict this is because the wind tunnel predicted ing wing tip analysis method was adequate forpredict-
that the impingement of the vortex flow would occur ing flightheating and overpredicted with respect to the
near 30°-angle of attack rather than at 37° as seen in predicted heating due to transition.44

flight. Wing Shock Interaction
Wing Leading-Edge Heating

In addition to the boundary-layer heating, which
There are two sources of heating of the wing heats the entire leading edge, bow-shock and leading-

leading edge; "boundary layer" heating and shock edge shock interaction heats the leading edge locally,
interaction.44 In this section, the term "boundary- as discussed in Ref. 44. Analysis of schlieren data, oil
layer" heating refers to the heating where there is no flow patterns, and heat transfer data from wind tunnel
shock interaction. The leading-edge instrumentation tests indicated that the bow and leading-edge shock
was designed to measure the effects of both types of impinged with a resulting third shock and with the
heating, vortex-jet impingement on the wing. The main effects

Instrumentation (radiometers) was installed of this disturbance were expected to be increased heat-
(Fig. 43) at stations 40-percent semispan (the glove), ing at 55-percent semispan on the leading edge, earlier
at 55-percent semispan, 80-percent semispan, and 98.6- transition on the outboard portions of the wing lower
percent semispan (the wing tip), and data were col- surface, and vortex scrubbing on the outboard wing
lected during the first five flights. The 55-percent upper surface.

semispan is in the peak entry heating zone due to shock This shock impingement is difficult to scale from the
interaction (discussed in the following) and 80-percent wind tunnel to flight and both "following-shock" and
semispan is in the maximum entry airload zone. "double-shock" techniques were used to scale wind tun-

The maximum heat rate of the leading edge is shown nel data to predicted flight conditions. 44 As mentioned
in Fig. 44, with both predicted values and flight ra- previously, instrumentation was installed at panel 9, at
diometer data, as well as estimated values from the 55-percent semispan, to measure the heating caused by
radiometer data and the model, the shock interaction.
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As can be seen in Fig. 46 the predicted temperature l_oundary-layer transition occurred farther forward on
was 200 °F lower than that measured in flight dur- the windward side than on the leeward side. This dis-
ing the period of peak heating. This is confirmed by agreed with the results of most of the wind tunnel stud-
comparing the solid and dashed lines showing the tern- ies done at the time.

perature distribution in Fig. 47. The Sandia Winged Energetic Reentry Vehicle Ex-
It was found on subsequent flights that the tempera- periment (SWERVE) flight data unexpectedly showed

ture in this region was consistently about 200 °F higher that the flow was turbulent at Mach 12 and laminar
than the predicted values. This difference confirms the at Mach 8. This resulted in disagreement between the
difficulty of scaling wing shock interaction from the predicted control deflections for the wind tunnel and
wind tunnel to flight, computation fluid dynamic predictions. The flight data

also, surprisingly, showed that during a change in atti-
Concluding Remarks tude the windward side went from a laminar to a tur-

bulent boundary-layer state and the leeward side went
The preceding sections have shown how the correla-

from a turbulent to a laminar boundary-layer state.
tion and validation of ground test and flight are used
in a complimentary fashion to improve the results of In the shuttle examples discussed here the vehicle
each. The flight data provide benchmark data to im- exceeded the conservative predictions in three primary
prove interpretation and corrections to ground test re- areas. These are: the RCS jet interaction with the flow
sults. These improved ground test techniques, coupled over the vehicle, the angle of attack at which the vortex
with other flight test data, allow improved vehicles to impinged on the OMS pod, and the wing leading-edge
be designed, built, and analyzed with reduced technical shock interaction heating.
risk.
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Fig. 2 Cutaway drawing of the X-15 aircraft. (Ref. 18 Fig. 2).
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Fig. 5 Damaged windshield glass following flight to 217,000-ft altitude. (Ref. 22 Fig. 11).
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Fig. 6 Damaged windshield glass following flight to [Mmax] = 6.04. (Ref. 22 Fig. 12).
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